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Quantifying object salience by equating distractor effects
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Abstract

It is commonly believed that objects viewed in certain contexts may be more or less salient. Measurements of salience have usu-

ally relied on asking observers ‘‘How much does this object stand out against the background?’’. In this study, we measured the

salience of objects by assessing the distraction they produce for subjects searching for a different, pre-specified target. Distraction

was measured through response times, but changes in response times were not assumed to be a linear measure of distracting potency.

The analysis rested on measuring the effects of varying disparities—in size, luminance, and both—between a target object, a key

distractor, and other background items. Our results indicate: (1) object salience defined by luminance or size disparity is determined

by the ratio between its defining feature value and the corresponding feature value of background items; this finding is congenial to

Weber�s law for discrimination thresholds. (2) If we define salience as the logarithm of a feature value ratio, then salience increases

approximately as fast due to increase in area as due to increase in luminance. (3) The sum of salience arising from object-background

disparity in both size and luminance is larger than their vector sum (orthogonal vectors), but smaller than their scalar sum.

� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background: salience and search

The term salience refers to how much an object

stands out from the scene in which it appears. It is a ba-
sic psychological concept referred to by early writers on

attention (Titchener, 1908); attention, it has long been

noted, is relatively likely to be drawn to relatively salient

objects. Salience has also become a central concept in

the computational analysis of vision (for a recent model,

see Parkhurst, Law, & Niebur, 2002), with applications

to problems such as the development of efficient image-

compression schemes. In the study of visual search, the
guided search model (Wolfe, 1994) posits that the brain

computes salience within each perceptual dimension and

sums these salience signals into an ‘‘activation map’’,
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with total salience determining sampling rate. In Lu

and Sperling�s (1995) proposed architecture for motion

perception, salience is jointly determined by bottom-up

and top-down factors, with what they term ‘‘third-order

motion’’ being computed within a salience map. Some

people hypothesize that salience, when represented in a
binary form, mediates figure-ground segregation (Lu &

Sperling, 1995).

Given the importance of salience to diverse aspects of

vision science and its applications, good measures of sal-

ience are clearly desirable. Some standard psychophysi-

cal discrimination measures provide a means of

quantifying salience, but only within a certain range.

To consider another example, in a visual search task
where the target differs from other objects in one dimen-

sion (so-called ‘‘singleton search’’), if the target–distrac-

tor difference is small, the time taken by observers to

find the target increases with the number of items. The

increasing response time for each extra item (‘‘search

slope’’) presumably reflects the salience of the target

against the distractors. However, when the difference
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Fig. 1. Examples of displays used in Experiment 1. We presented two

singletons against an array of identical items. One of the singletons (the

target) was both brighter and larger than the background items; it was

this target that the subjects searched for. The other (termed the key

distractor) was brighter than the background items or larger than the

background items, but not both. A key distractor brighter than the

background items we refer to as a luminance key distractor. A key

distractor larger than the background items we refer to as a size key

distractor. We calculated the salience of key distractors by how

disruptive they were to the task of finding the target.

2 One might wonder about the role of similarity in these experiments.

Salience is determined by what we define as the feature difference and

the task relevance of a dimension; similarity affects a different (later)
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between the target and background items is reasonably

large, the slope is essentially zero (often termed ‘‘pop-

out’’; for a recent review, see Wolfe, 1998). Thus, while

search slope can provide an objective measure of single-

ton salience, once the salience exceeds a certain point,

the method cannot be used.
The measurement of suprathreshold salience differ-

ences has been examined in various ways, most notably

by Nothdurft (1993a, 1993b, 2000). In one of his studies,

Northdurft briefly presented two unique items against

an identical array of distractors (i.e., a homogeneous

background). Subjects were required either to judge

which of the two was more salient, or to modify a fea-

ture value to make them equally salient. The results
show that a more salient target can be found more effi-

ciently (Nothdurft, 1993b) and that increasing feature

contrast in an additional dimension makes a singleton

more salient (Nothdurft, 2000). He also showed how

subjectively assessed salience varied across several differ-

ent dimensions.

1.2. Basic measurement and basic rationale

The present work takes a slightly different approach

to the problem of measuring suprathreshold salience.

We did not ask our subjects to make judgments about

salience, nor did we use the word ‘‘salience’’ in their

instructions. Rather, we sought to base our measure of

salience on the behavioral effects of salience differences,

namely the tendency of salient objects to draw attention
even when they are nominally task-irrelevant (a ten-

dency that seems to be implicit in the concept of salience

as it has been discussed over the years).

The method for measuring salience that will be of-

fered here is based on a visual search task. In two-thirds

of the trials, we presented two singletons against a

homogeneous background (with a total of 20 elements

in each display). One of the singletons (the target) was
both brighter and larger than the background items; it

was this target that the subjects searched for. The other

singleton (termed the key distractor) was brighter than

the background items or larger than the background

items, but not both.1 A key distractor brighter than

the background items will be referred to as a luminance

key distractor (LKD). A key distractor larger than the

background items will be referred to as a size key dis-

tractor (SKD) (see Fig. 1 for two sample displays).

One-third of the trials had a target and a size key

distractor (T + SKD); one-third had a target and a

luminance key distractor (T + LKD); the remaining

one-third had one target and no key distractor (T).
1 In Experiment 4, investigating the combination of salience from

different dimensions, the key distractors did sometimes differ from the

background distractors in both dimensions (composite key distrac-

tors).
The 18 or 19 identical items comprising the rest of the
display will be referred to as background distractors.

The method that will be described here derives conclu-

sions about salience frommeasurements of the distracting

effects of size and luminance key distractors. Distraction

is measured by comparing average response times (RTs)

between trials in which the key distractors are present,

and trials with only background distractors. 2 Thus, the

situation described yields two distraction measures:
RT(T + SKD) � RT(T), and RT(T + LKD) � RT(T).

We will assume here that a more salient key distractor

will produce a greater distraction effect. This could oc-

cur for a variety of reasons. For example, subjects

may sometimes detect a key distractor before the target,

and more salient targets would be misdetected more fre-

quently. Alternatively, more salient distractors might

‘‘hold’’ attention for a longer period of time (even if
the frequency of misdetection is no higher), thus increas-

ing RTs. Third, when the key distractors are not very

salient, the observer may rely mainly on bottom-up
processing. We tried to make the key distractor always very different

from the target in order to keep the role of similarity at a minimum.

Results of Experiment 3 confirm that a less similar but more salient key

distractor is indeed more distractive than one more similar and less

salient. (The distractor most similar to the target evinces no unique

advantage in the distraction effect curve.)
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signals, and when the key distractors become more and

more salient, observers have to rely on more and more

top-down (and effortful) strategies and the response will

therefore be slowed down.

We will not assume that the magnitude of the distrac-

tion (i.e., the two differences referred to above) offer any
kind of direct measure, e.g., a linear function, of the

underlying salience of the distractor. Given the complex-

ity of mechanisms that might mediate the distracting

effect, as noted above, any such assumption would obvi-

ously be unwarranted. Furthermore, in general, one can-

not assume that the salience of an object is solely

dependent on the physical differences between the ele-

ment and other surrounding elements. The ‘‘top-down’’
weighting of different dimensions (reflecting the specific

task instructions that the observer has been given) might

also contribute to salience. One might think that if such

assumptions cannot be made, then measuring the dis-

traction produced by introducing the two different types

of distractors (LKD and SKD) cannot be of much help

in measuring salience.
Fig. 2. (Top) In Experiment 1, we made the value of the defining feature (si

value of the target. In this way, the feature difference determining the task re

distractors and the target), and the feature difference determining the sal

distractors and the key distractors) were equal, therefore, the distraction effect

of the two dimensions. (Bottom) Three types of trials: SKD + T, LKD + T,
Nonetheless, in an appropriate experimental design,

it is possible to make some fairly strong inference about

salience based on distraction differences. To see the logic

that will be employed here, the reader should refer to

Fig. 2. This figure illustrates the featural values of the

four elements in the situation just described (SKD,
LKD, T, and background distractors). The four points

represent a square in 2-dimensional feature space. The

basic strategy used to derive conclusions about salience

differences is as follows. The feature values of luminance

are held constant throughout the experiment. The values

of size, on the other hand, are adjusted from one block of

trials to the next. (Fig. 3 shows hypothetical feature val-

ues for the four element types in three possible different
blocks of trials. Note that the two bottom points move

up or down together between blocks, i.e., the size of the

normal and luminance key distractor is always the same.)

In the nutshell, our logic relies on the fact that when

the experiment is arranged as described in the preceding

sentence (where the features of the normal distractor are

yoked to the features of the two key distractors), then
ze or luminance) of each key distractor the same as the corresponding

levances of the two dimensions (the difference between the background

ience of the key distractors (the difference between the background

as we defined above was directly related to the feature difference values

T.



Fig. 3. Methods and results of Experiment 1: (top) In Experiment 1, for different blocks, however, when the size of background distractors increased,

the size feature difference decreased and the luminance feature difference kept constant; (middle) distraction effects of two kinds of trials: luminance

key distractor, size key distractor and (bottom) the difference between distraction effects in the two dimensions of luminance and size. The size

distractor is most distractive at the left (with small background distractors) and decreases gradually to the right. The luminance distractor�s effect
increases gradually from left to right and is finally much greater than the size distractor�s effect. The Error bars represent 95% confidence interval of

the difference between distraction effects of size and luminance key distractors.
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the following conclusion must also hold: the salience of

the disparity between the background distractors and the

key distractors in one dimension equals the salience of

the disparity between the background and key distractors

in the other dimension, if and only if average response

times are the same for SKD and LKD trials. The reader

may question whether the italicized sentence can really

hold in any general sense, given the fact that latencies

appear to be a fairly arbitrary measure of processing dif-
ficulty, and given the heterogeneity of mechanisms

whereby salient distractors might increase latencies (as

noted above). Fortunately, the statement can be derived

from quite weak assumptions, whose reasonableness

seems inherent in most prior discussions of salience

and search (as well as being consistent with various re-

sults in the literature).
1.2.1. Assumptions

The assumptions needed to warrant the italicized

statement above are presented informally in the text,

and more formally in Appendix A. First, we assume that

whether any two objects differ on only one dimension,

or on more than one, the perceived difference between

the objects can always be represented with a single scalar

value. Take, for example, the difference between two ori-

entations, vertical and horizontal, and the difference be-
tween two colors, red and green. While there is no

meaningful way to compare these two physical differ-

ences, since they involve different dimensions, we assume

that the sense of disparity they produce in an observer

can be represented as a point on a common scale. Thus,

the perceived overall difference between red and green is

larger than the perceived overall difference between two



3 One might think that not only the target, but also the key

distractors will affect the task relevances. To us it seems reasonable

that the underlying search mechanism will be optimized to distinguish

between the target and the majority of distractors. The key distractor

should therefore play very little role. In addition, in all experiments we

tried to make the presence of the key distractors of the two different

dimensions equal and unpredictable, so that, even if the presence of

key distractors does have some effect on the task relevance, it should

not have caused any systematic bias in the measurement.
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identical lines, one tilted 45� and one tilted 46�. We will

assume very little about the unknown feature difference

function: merely that associated with each pair of ob-

jects in a display is a subjective feature difference value,

and that this value is a monotonically increasing func-

tion of feature disparities within each dimension.
Second, we assume that salience of an element in a

display basically depends on the feature difference values

that characterize each of the differences between the ele-

ment and the others in the display. However, as noted

earlier, there are also a variety of top-down factors that

may affect salience. For the purpose of assessing sal-

ience, we will only consider the relative importance of

two different feature dimensions: specifically, luminance
and size. These dimensions need not be weighted identi-

cally. If one dimension is weighted more highly, then

this dimension will contribute more to salience. This

top-down factor will be designated the ‘‘task relevance

of a dimension’’. The impact of this task relevance is

widely assumed in models of visual search (e.g., Wolfe,

1994) and empirical evidence for its effects has been re-

ported (Mueller, Heller, & Ziegler, 1995).
Third, we assume that when the subject searches for a

target that differs on two dimensions from the distrac-

tors, then the task relevance for each dimension is a

monotonically increasing function of the feature differ-

ence for that dimension. That is, the more useful the in-

put from a given dimension, the greater the weighting

that dimension will be assigned. For example, when an

observer performs a task that depends upon luminance
information, luminance information in the stimuli will

be assigned a higher task relevance than, say, informa-

tion about orientation.

To return to the visual search task that is the focus of

the present paper, consider what happens as we vary the

physical magnitude of the size differences (Fig. 3). When

the size difference increases, so do the corresponding fea-

ture difference values. There will be some value of the
physical size difference where the feature difference will

equal the feature difference associated with the fixed

luminance difference. When this is the case, the size dif-

ference and the luminance difference will be equally use-

ful in the subject�s task of discriminating targets from

background distractors (and also for discriminating tar-

gets from either of the possible key distractors). Thus,

from the final assumption mentioned above, we can in-
fer that the weighting for the two dimensions should be

the same. From this, and the very weak assumptions

that we make about a monotonic relationship between

distractor salience and observed distraction cost, we

can infer that for this size difference (and only for this

size difference), the two observed differences

RT(T + SKD) � RT(T), and RT(T + LKD) � RT(T)

would be equal. In addition, conversely, one can infer
that when the RT differences for the two key distractors

are the same, the underlying salience must be the same.
A further inference, namely that this size value will be

the only point where we will observe equal RT differ-

ences, can be justified as follows. We have assumed that,

in the task of searching for the target singleton, the task

relevance of any feature dimension is decided by the fea-

ture difference between the target and the background
distractors (distractors of the homogeneous back-

ground).3 In our case, if one of the dimensions in ques-

tion—luminance or size—had a greater feature

difference (as for target/ background distractor differ-

ence) than the other, then it would have a larger task rel-

evance. This rationale is intuitive: there is no reason to

spend more resource collecting information from one

dimension if richer information is available from the
other dimension.

It should be kept in mind that all the conclusions de-

scribed here apply only because when the size is changed

between blocks, both the key luminance distractor and

the background distractor change in size together.

Otherwise, the task relevance for size could well be lar-

ger than the task relevance for luminance even when

the feature difference of luminance key distractor is
greater than size key distractor. (That will happen if

we only make the feature difference between target and

background distractor arise mostly from differences in

the size dimension.) Graphically, this means that in Figs.

2 and 3, the fours dots are constrained to lie at the cor-

ners of a rectangle.

Our goal in Experiment 1 was to find two pairs of fea-

ture values, one in luminance and one in size, with equal
feature differences. These feature values were then used

to calibrate the other experiments to make sure that

the task relevances of the two dimensions were equal.

Let us summarize the points introduced so far

1. The salience of a key distractor is reflected in its dis-

traction effect.

2. The salience of a key distractor is jointly decided by
the feature difference between it and background dis-

tractors and by the task relevance of the dimension in

which it differs from background distractors.

3. The task relevances of size and luminance is increased

when the feature differences (in size and luminance

dimensions, respectively) between the target and

background distractors are increased.
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These three points seem intuitively reasonable and

not overly restrictive, as well as being generally consis-

tent with current theories and models of visual search.

Points two and three are further supported by studies

on priming (Mueller et al., 1995). As will be seen below,

they are also supported by the results of our
experiments.

1.3. Outline of the study

Throughout Experiment 1, the target�s luminance and

size both remained constant. Background distractors�
luminance also remained constant, but their size chan-

ged from block to block. Two key distractors in each
block were each defined with one feature of the target

and one feature of background distractors (see Fig. 2).

When the size of background distractors changed, the

feature difference in the size dimension changed; the

two bottom dots shown in Fig. 3 moved together up

or down.

According to the rationale discussed above (and de-

tailed in Appendix A), the distraction effect of a certain
key distractor reflects its salience, and also the task rel-

evance of its defining dimension. The task relevances

were constant throughout any one block, since the tar-

get and background distractors� properties were con-

stant. For different blocks, however, when the size of

background distractors increased, the size feature differ-

ence decreased and the luminance feature difference kept

constant (see Fig. 3). Therefore, the size task relevance
decreased and the luminance task relevance increased.

Thus, we could expect the salience (and distraction

effect) of the size key distractor to decrease and the

salience (and distraction effect) of the luminance key dis-

tractor to increase. Such was our prediction for the data

pattern, and as we will record below, the prediction was

exactly confirmed.

The significant yield from Experiment 1 is a pair of
size values and a pair of luminance values with equal

feature differences. Applying these values makes the

luminance key distractor and size key distractor equally

distractive. At this point the task relevances of the two

dimensions are equal.

The well-known Weber�s Law (Weber, 1834) states

that in some perceptual stages, for a person to distin-

guish between two feature values, the specific values
themselves are not important, but only the ratio between

them. In Experiment 2 we tested the applicability of this

law to our Experiment 1 results. That is to say, we tested

whether the feature difference between two specific fea-

ture values (in other words, the function relating salience

to the difference between two feature values) can be sim-

plified into a function of only the values� ratio. We

found that the law does basically apply: increasing or
decreasing together the target and distractors� feature
values while keeping the ratio between them the same
had no significant effect on the feature difference and

salience.

Finding in Experiment 2 that the key determinant of

salience is not specific features values themselves, but

rather the ratios between the paired values, we further

speculated that the salience (or feature difference) in
the two feature dimensions under study (luminance

and size) might increase according to the same function,

though possibly at different rates. Using a constant to

compensate for the difference of rate, the ratios might

be directly linked to feature difference and salience with

a single function across the two dimensions. In Experi-

ment 3, we varied the feature difference of the key dis-

tractors, measuring the distraction effect for several
different values in both luminance and size dimensions.

We found that the luminance and size curves basically

match each other.

Experiment 4 addressed the question of how salience

in a single object is combined from more than one

dimension of feature difference. We found that when

we add a small amount of salience from one dimension

to salience of the other, it does increase the overall sal-
ience, but at a discount—that is, only by a certain por-

tion of the added amount. Nothdurft (2000), pursuing

the same question by a different method, has reached a

similar conclusion.
2. General method

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were from the University of California, San

Diego. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

There were 18 subjects in Experiment 1, 9 subjects in

Experiment 2a, 9 subjects in Experiment 2b, 14 subjects

in Experiment 3, and 24 subjects in Experiment 4.

2.2. Apparatus

Stimuli were presented on a high-resolution MAG

DX-15T color monitor. Responses were recorded

from two adjacent keys on a standard keyboard. The

subjects viewed the displays from a distance of about

60 cm.

2.3. Stimuli

Two example displays are shown in Fig. 1. The sub-

jects searched for one target (0.768 cm · 0.768 cm,

17.9 cd/m2) among 20 items. In Experiments 3–4, back-

ground distractors were squares measuring 0.448 cm ·
0.448 cm with luminance 5.31 cd/m2. In 1/3 of the trials,

the target was presented among 19 background distrac-
tors (making 20 items in all). In the other 2/3 of the tri-

als, there were 18 background distractors and 1 key
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distractor. The properties of key distractors and back-

ground distractors are given below for each experiment.

All the items were randomly located in a 19 cm · 19 cm

region. The background was black (<0.2 cd/m2). There

was one small red dot on the left edge or right edge of

each item. The location of the red dot on the target (left
edge or right edge) decided the response key.

2.4. Procedure

Each trial began with a small green fixation cross pre-

sented in the center of the screen. The subject was in-

structed to fixate the cross, which remained present for

400 ms. The cross was followed by a short blank interval
(400 ms). That was followed by the display, which re-

mained until the subject responded. In all the experi-

ments, once the display appeared, the subject found

the target, decided whether the target�s red dot was on

the left or right edge of the target, and responded by

pressing one of two adjacent keys (�j�: left side; �k�: right
side) with two fingers of the right hand. This forced-

choice discrimination task is used instead of having
observers report the presence or absence of the target

in order to reduce the variability involved in the ‘‘yes/

no’’ decision. Subjects were not instructed to keep

fixation on the center through the whole trial. Eye move-

ment after display presence is in fact very common.

Subjects were told to respond as rapidly and accurately

as possible. A positive or negative sound was played to

provide feedback on the accuracy of each response.
Each subject performed 13 blocks of 80 trials each, with

the first block excluded as practice. Different block con-

ditions, when they existed in one experiment, were coun-

terbalanced across subjects.

In all experiments, RTs greater than 5000 ms or smal-

ler than 100 ms were excluded from the above RT anal-

ysis (and in all experiments of this study). Trials

excluded were less than 1%.
3. Experiment 1

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to equalize the task

relevances of the two feature dimensions. There were 6

block conditions, each with one size of background dis-

tractor: 0.32 cm, 0.384 cm, 0.448 cm, 0.512 cm,
0.576 cm, 0.64 cm. Background distractors always had

luminance 5.31 cd/m2. The target always measured

0.768 cm square and had luminance 17.9 cd/m2. In each

block, there were two kinds of key distractor: the size

distractor had the size of the target but the luminance

of background distractors; the luminance distractor

had the luminance of the target but the size of back-

ground distractors. Each of these appeared in 1/3 of
the trials, and in the remaining 1/3 there were only back-

ground distractors.
The mean RT of Experiment 1 was 754 ms. The re-

sults of Experiment 1 are given in Fig. 3. The distraction

effect of size and luminance key distractors are given in

the top panel. The size key distractor was very distrac-

tive when the background distractors were small; it be-

came less so as background distractor size increased.
The luminance key distractor followed the opposite

trend. This result fits our prediction given above. The

bottom panel shows the difference between the distrac-

tion effects of the two types of key distractor. This differ-

ence is positive for trials with small background

distractors, gradually decreasing, and becoming nega-

tive for trials with large background distractors.

It should be mentioned that the results of Experiment
1 (and all the following experiments) include trials with

or without gaze shifts, since eye movements were not

controlled. This undoubtedly introduces some noise into

the situation, but we believe it will not systematically

bias our result since all assumptions made for the ratio-

nale is true whether the gaze shifts occurs or not.

The error rate in this experiment (as in all experi-

ments of this study) was very low (and generally consis-
tent with the effects manifest in RT measurements) and

so we have omitted a detailed description of the error

rate as unnecessary and irrelevant.

It should be mentioned that when we increased the

size of background distractors, the feature difference in

the luminance dimension remained constant. The ob-

served increase of the distraction effect of the luminance

key distractor therefore provides reliable evidence for
the gradual shifting of task relevances that we predicted.

The point we looked for in the data was where the

size and luminance key distractors were equally distrac-

tive: at that point the two feature dimensions were

weighted equally. Our estimation of the background dis-

tractor size at this point is 0.44 ± 0.03 cm. The best esti-

mation our monitor resolution allowed was 0.448 cm. In

our later experiments we applied this feature setting to
calibrate the task relevances of the two feature dimen-

sions: target = 0.768 cm, 17.9 cd/m2; background dis-

tractor = 5.31 cd/m2, 0.448 cm.
4. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 identified two feature value pairs, one
from each feature dimension, whose feature differences

were equal to each other. But it told us little in general

about how feature difference is computed from feature

values. Weber�s Law, if applied here, would predict that

salience increases as the logarithm of the target–distrac-

tor ratio of feature values in each dimension. Experi-

ment 2 tested this hypothesis.

In Experiment 2, we made all the ratios of target
feature value to distractor feature value match the

ratios of feature values we obtained in Experiment 1. In
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not significant in all conditions in Experiments 2a and 2b.
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Experiment 2a, luminance values remained constant (tar-

get: 17.9 cd/m2, distractor, 5.31 cd/m2). Size values chan-

ged, through three conditions, but the target–distractor
size ratio was always the same: 0.768 cm vs. 0.448 cm;

1.536 cm vs. 0.896 cm; 0.384 cm vs. 0.224 cm. In Experi-

ment 2b, size values remained constant (target: 0.768 cm,

distractor, 0.448 cm). Luminance values changed,

through 3 conditions, but the target–distractor lumi-

nance ratio was always the same: 17.9 cd/m2 vs. 5.31 cd/

m2; 26.9 cd/m2 vs. 7.97 cd/m2; 11.9 cd/m2 vs. 3.54 cd/m2.

Proceeding from the hypothesis that the same ratio of
feature values creates the same degree of salience, we ex-

pected the distraction effect to be the same for both

dimensions in all conditions of this experiment. The

mean RT of Experiment 2a and 2b was 757 ms and

744 ms, respectively. The results are given in Fig. 4.

One may find it is hard to appreciate how well, in fact,

they fit our prediction. Looking at the data of Experi-

ment 1, however, we see that the distraction effect is very
sensitive to differences in feature values; when any fea-

ture value differed 20% from the optimal match point,

the resulting difference in the distraction effect was about

40 ms—a difference larger than effects we observe in

Experiment 2. So it is at least safe to say that, regardless

of the specific feature values, the same ratios of feature

values create roughly the same amount of salience with

admittedly some slight non-linearity in this function.
4 Strictly speaking, the term feature difference is more appropriate

than salience here, but since in this study we balanced the task

relevances, feature difference and salience should be interchangeable.
5. An approach to computing salience from feature

values

Before stepping into further experiments, let us here

propose an approach to computing salience from fea-
ture values.4 Part of this approach has not been solidly

supported, but we have tried to make it as natural as

possible. The salience of a singleton against a homoge-

neous background of other items is determined by fea-

ture values in all dimensions. If the singleton is unique

only in the dimension of size, its salience is:

SalienceðsizeÞ
¼ lnðSizeðUniqueitemÞ=SizeðbackgrounditemsÞÞ

If the singleton is unique only in the dimension of

luminance, its salience is:

SalienceðlumÞ
¼ RlumX lnðlumðUniqueitemÞ=lumðbackgrounditemsÞÞ

Rlum is the rate at which salience increases in the lumi-

nance dimension relative to the size dimension. (The rate

of salience increase in the size dimension is defined as 1.)
It should be noted that Experiment 2 here supports

this approach only up to the point of identifying the ra-

tio between feature values as the key determinant of sal-

ience. We use the logarithmic function for several

reasons: first, it makes the salience in one dimension lin-

early additive (e.g. the salience of a 1 cm object against

0.1 cm background objects is equal to the sum of the sal-

ience of a 1 cm object against 0.5 cm background objects
and salience of a 0.5 cm object against 0.1 cm back-

ground objects); second, since this logarithm rule seems

to be widely obeyed under the name of Weber�s Law for

near-threshold psychological measurement, it might also

prove applicable here for suprathreshold measurement.

Now let us try to estimate the relative rates of in-

crease of salience in the two feature dimensions (Rlum).

In Experiment 1, we identified two pairs of feature val-
ues that have equal feature differences: 0.768 cm vs.

0.448 cm; 17.9 cd/m2 vs. 5.31 cd/m2. (These values were

basically confirmed by Experiment 2.) They can be used

to estimate Rlum.

The luminance ratio between the target and distrac-

tors is 3.37. The size ratio between the target and dis-

tractors is 1.75 ± 0.12.

So : lnð1:75� 0:12Þ= lnð3:37Þ ¼ 0:47� 0:04

If we express the ‘‘size’’ in terms of area rather than

length, we get a relative rate of 0.94 ± 0.08. It seems that

the rate at which salience increases with luminance and

the rate at which it increases with area are almost the

same.
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6. Experiment 3

In the approach outlined above, we have suggested

that the difference between the two functions governing

the increase of salience can be simply compensated by a

constant; that constant should be our Rlum value. How-
ever, if the functions are fundamentally different, Rlum

might apply only to the single point that we derived it

from. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to test whether

it would also apply for other ratio values. The feature

values of the target and background distractors re-

mained constant (target: 17.9 cd/m2 and 0.768 cm, dis-

tractor, 5.31 cd/m2 and 0.448 cm). We tested the

distraction effects of the size and luminance key distrac-
tors, each with 5 different salience levels. The feature val-

ues and predicted salience values (calculated using the

equations and constant proposed above) of the 10 types

of key distractors are given in Table 1.

The mean RT of Experiment 3 was 792 ms. The re-

sults are given in Fig. 5. The observed increasing distrac-

tion effect (y-axis) is plotted against key distractors�
Table 1

The feature values and estimated salience of the key distractors in

Experiment 3

Size (cm) Luminance (cd/m2) Salience

0.576 5.31 0.251

0.672 5.31 0.405

0.768 5.31 0.539

0.864 5.31 0.657

0.96 5.31 0.762

0.448 10.7 0.329

0.448 14 0.456

0.448 17.9 0.571

0.448 22.6 0.681

0.448 28.3 0.786
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Fig. 5. Results of Experiment 3. The function how distraction effect

vary with salience in two dimensions of luminance and size: the

correspondence of the two curves confirms our equation for computing

salience from feature values, as well as our constant Rlum: using that

equation and that constant to compute key distractor salience, we find

no systematic difference between the effects of distractors of the two

feature dimensions.
salience as calculated according to our proposed ap-

proach, as a function of key distractor–distractor ratios

(compensated with the Rlum constant for luminance).

The two curves thus produced, representing size and

luminance, fit together pretty well, without any apparent

systematic deviation. It seems it is indeed the case that
the function relating salience increase to feature value

ratios is basically the same for these two feature dimen-

sions. This experiment confirms the value of Rlum and

illustrates its general applicability.

Experiment 3 has a further implication. When the

luminance key distractor was brighter than the target,

its distraction effect still increased with luminance, even

as it became less and less similar to the target. Similarly,
the size key distractor�s effect continued to increase with

size even after its size had surpassed that of the target.

This data represents a strong argument against any

visual search theory holding that the underlying search

mechanism only computes similarity. It supports a

model holding that relative salience determines atten-

tional distribution.
7. Experiment 4

The purpose of Experiment 4 was to investigate the

question of how salience from more than one dimension

is summed. In this experiment, the feature values of the

target and the background distractors remained con-

stant (target: 17.9 cd/m2 and 0.768 cm, distractor,
5.31 cd/m2 and 0.448 cm). We measured the distraction

effect of the size and luminance key distractors, each

at 3 different salience levels, to provided a reference

for other kinds of key distractors. There were four other

kinds of key distractors (composite key distractors): two

were defined mainly by size and secondarily by a very

small luminance contrast (size composite key distrac-

tors); the other two were defined mainly by luminance
and secondarily by a very small size contrast (luminance

composite key distractors). The feature values and pre-

dicted salience values (in both dimensions) of the 10

types of key distractors are given in Table 2.

There are two usual answers to this question as it ap-

plies to quantities of physical magnitude: forces and

momentums of more than one dimension are summed

as vectors; mass and energy are summed as scalars.
We fitted the results using two kinds of summation mod-

els: orthogonal vectors and scalars. The mean RT of

Experiment 4 was 756 ms. The results of the fitting are

given in Fig. 6. These two computations made distrac-

tion effect vs. salience curve of composite key distractors

systematically higher (orthogonal vectors) or lower (sca-

lars) than curves of single dimension key distractors.

Therefore, the sum of salience arising from variation
in two dimensions is larger than their vector sum

(orthogonal vectors), but smaller than their scalar sum.



Table 2

The feature values and estimated salience of the key distractors in

Experiment 4

Size (cm) Luminance

(cd/m2)

Salience from

size contrast

Salience from luminance

contrast

0.768 5.31 0.539 0

0.864 5.31 0.657 0

0.96 5.31 0.762 0

0.768 6.69 0.539 0.109

0.864 6.69 0.657 0.109

0.448 17.9 0 0.571

0.448 22.6 0 0.681

0.448 28.3 0 0.786

0.512 17.9 0.133 0.571

0.512 22.6 0.133 0.681
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Fig. 6. Results of Experiment 4. The salience of composite key

distractors is tentatively computed in two ways: the sum of the two

orthogonal vectors, or the two orthogonal vectors. These two

computations made distraction effect vs. salience curve of composite

key distractors systematically higher (orthogonal vectors) or lower

(scalars) than curves of single dimension key distractors. Therefore, the

sum of salience arising from variation in two dimensions is larger than

their vector sum (orthogonal vectors), but smaller than their scalar

sum.
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For each composite key distractor, we used very dif-

ferent salience values for its two dimensions. The pri-

mary dimension�s salience in each case was much

greater than the secondary dimension�s. How equal
amounts of salience are combined is an interesting ques-

tion, but unfortunately we could not ask it here, since a

key distractor that was both much larger and much

brighter than the background distractors would have

looked very similar to the target and so would have

taken considerably more time to be identified and
rejected than the others in a later stage. This would have

confounded the salience effect that we are investigating.

Further study is needed along this line, perhaps with an

improved version of our method.

In a study of how salience from different dimensions

is combined, Nothdurft (2000) found that the combina-

tion is additive, but with some discount. Our results

basically confirm his finding. In our experiment, the
addition rate (defined as (combined salience � main

dimension salience)/(sub-dimension salience)) can be esti-

mated as 0.68 ± 0.11.
8. General discussion

In summary, our results indicate

(1) When the object/background feature difference

increases in luminance or size, it becomes more

salient. Its salience is decided by the ratio between

its defining feature value and the corresponding

feature value of background items; this conclusion

is congenial to Weber�s law. The function relating

increase of salience to feature value ratios is simi-
lar for size and luminance dimensions; the differ-

ence between the two dimensions� rates of

salience increase can be compensated with a con-

stant. However, it should be mentioned that this

conclusion probably does not apply to sizes

beyond some maximum; if we test larger values,

this conclusion (and also 2–3 below) will probably

be invalid.
(2) Salience increases with increasing luminance at

almost half the rate (0.47 ± 0.04) that it does with

increasing size, so increases of object area and of

luminance affect salience approximately to the

same degree (0.86–1.02). It seems luminance and

size are functionally related.

(3) The sum of salience arising from variation in two

perceptual dimensions is larger than their vector
sum (orthogonal vectors), but smaller than their

scalar sum. When the salience from one dimension

is much smaller than the other, 0.68 ± 0.11 of the

salience in that secondary dimension is added to

the overall salience.

Some of these findings are new to our knowledge,

while others have been suggested in previous subjective
measurements (Nothdurft, 1993a, 1993b, 2000). Even

for those phenomena previously described, our results
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may be significant insofar as our method was very differ-

ent from previous studies that used introspection or

near-threshold measurement. There is no apparent con-

flict between previous findings and ours; the corrobora-

tion strengthens the validity of our results. The most

important contribution this paper offers is probably
the new approach of measuring salience. The equation

we have proposed relating salience to feature value ra-

tios (logarithm function) is apparently not applicable

for some dimensions, like orientation. Further research

is needed to investigate how salience increases in those

dimensions.

The current study also offers some theoretical contri-

bution to current issues in visual search. First, some
investigators (Wolfe, 1994) have assumed that all feature

dimensions can be weighted gradually by top-down con-

trol. Although that assumption is supported by some

evidence of a priming effect (dimension-weighting ac-

count, Mueller et al., 1995), it had not, to our knowl-

edge, been clearly demonstrated. Our Experiment 1

provides such a demonstration.

Second: if a search target has a certain size and
brightness, and distractors are all smaller and dimmer,

will an occasional distractor that is even larger or even

brighter than target be more salient than target, or less?

The results of our Experiments 3 and 4 suggest that a

key distractor larger or brighter than the target is more

salient than a distractor just as large or as bright as the

target. This result argues against any model assuming

that similarity is the only factor governing the search
process. Our results indicate that at least in some early

stage, salience is computed from feature values without

relying on even a gross computation of similarity. It

seems that similarity becomes important only in some

later stage, like target identification, but has little role

in the control of attention.

Finally, our technique for the objective measurement

of suprathreshold salience may help researchers and
engineers to test and improve a number of vision models

and video encoding schemes, and to better predict the

importance to human observers of different kinds of sig-

nal degradation across a wide variety of display

technologies.
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Appendix A. Definitions, axioms and rationale in this

study

We will first introduce definitions and mathematical

equations we took for given.
Perceived overall difference (POD) is decided by

two features in a certain dimension, reflecting how dif-

ferent they are psychologically. In this study we deal

with POD_s and POD_l for size and luminance,

respectively.

Task relevance of a dimension (TRD) is a 2-dimen-
sional function (since only two dimensions are involved

in this study): TRD (POD_s, POD_l). The output of

TRD is also 2-dimensional (representing the TRDs that

each dimension receives); to simplify, we call them

TRD_s and TRD_l for size and luminance.

Salience is a 4-dimensional function: SAL (POD_s,

TRD_s, POD_l, TRD_l).

The distraction effect of a certain key distractor is a 1-
dimensional function of salience: DE (SAL).

Now we will introduce several axioms using these

definitions:

1. The distraction effect of a certain key distractor is a

monotonic function of its salience.
If SAL1 > SAL2, then DE (SAL1) > DE (SAL2).

That is to say, more salient key distractors will be
more distractive.

2. SAL (POD1, TRD1, POD2, TRD2) can be simplified

as SAL (POD1, TRD1) if POD2 is 0.

That is to say, when there is no feature difference in

one dimension, the salience is decided solely by the

POD and TRD of the other dimension.

3. SAL (POD1, TRD1) is a monotonic function in both

dimensions:

If POD1 > POD2 and TRD1 > TRD2, then SAL

(POD1,TRD1) > SAL (POD2,TRD2).

That is to say, if one singleton has greater feature dif-

ference and greater task relevance of a dimension,

then it is more salient.

4. If POD_l > POD_s, then
TRD_l (POD_s, POD_l) > TRD_s (POD_s,

POD_l).
That is to say, a dimension with greater difference will

be more important.

5. TRD (POD_s, POD_l) is a symmetric function in the

sense:
TRD_l (x,y) = TRD_s (y,x),

TRD_s (x,y) = TRD_l (y,x).

That is to say, switching the relative importance of

two dimensions will switch the TRDs.
Appendix B. Rationale of experiment 1

In experiment 1, as shown in Fig. 1, the size differ-

ences between the size key distractor and background

distractors and between the target and background dis-
tractors were both POD_s. The luminance differences

between the luminance key distractor and background
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distractors and between the target and background dis-

tractors were both POD_l.

According to Axiom 2, the salience of two kinds of

key distractors are given as

SAL_s= SAL (POD_s, TRD_s (POD_s, POD_l)),
SAL_l= SAL (POD_l, TRD_l (POD_s, POD_l))
If POD_s > POD_l then

TRD_s (POD_s, POD_l) > TRD_l (POD_s,

POD_l) (Axiom 4).

Then

SAL_s > SAL_l (Axiom 3).

Then

DE (SAL_s) > DE (SAL_l) (Axiom 1),
DITTO if POD_s < POD_l then DE (SAL_s) <

DE (SAL_l).

Using reduction to absurdity, apparently if DE

(SAL_s) = DE (SAL_l), then

POD_s = POD_l

So TRD_s (POD_s, POD_l) = TRD_l (POD_s,

POD_l) (Axiom 5)

So SAL_s = SAL_l
Thus we prove that if the distraction effect is equal for

these two kinds of key distractor, the PODs in the two

dimensions are the same, the key distractors� salience
is the same, and the two dimensions are weighted

equally.

The rationale of Experiments 2–4 is simply based on

Axiom 1.
Most axioms and rationales mentioned here have ap-

peared in previous literature on visual search, though

usually implicitly (e.g. Duncan & Humphreys, 1989;
Yantis & Egeth, 1999; Wolfe, 1998; Wolfe, Cave, &

Franzel, 1989).
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